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TITLE:  EVERYONE 
ARTIST:  HERO JR. 
REL. DATE:  2/8/2021 
LABEL:  4s A Crowd (4AC-009CD) 
UPC:    859745597012 
Running time:  10 songs / 51:05 
iTunes:   https://music.apple.com/us/album/everyone/1552150649 

Hero Jr. is Evan Haughey (vocals, rhythm guitar) from Bridgman, MI, Ken Rose (lead guitar) 
from Los Angeles, CA., Dave DuBrava (bass) from Binghamton, NY, and Ryan Keyes (drums) 
from Minneapolis, MN. 

HERO JR’s new album “Everyone” was recorded live in the band’s rehearsal space during the 
end of 2019 and throughout 2020.  Evan Haughey and Ken Rose have been creative partners 
for almost 15 years and although they sat down with acoustic guitars and wrote the nine 
original “Everything” songs in a week, the band spent more than a year “living” with the songs 
until they settled into their current versions.  In the past HERO JR honed their new material on 
tour, but in the midst of a pandemic, and a music business stand-still, breaking in new material 
in front of an audience was impossible.  “We had the time to explore each song and 
arrangement letting them take us where they wanted to go.  The pandemic kept us off the road 
but gave us the gift of time that we never had to develop our songs.  The band recorded 
different versions of the new songs, all live, with no overdubs and the arrangements fell into 
place with each member contributing their own voice.”  One of the band’s musical trademarks 
is improvised breakdowns that offer the listener unexpected detours within the rock and roll 
song structure. HERO JR is not afraid of extremes and can seamlessly integrate heavy riffs 
and grooves with funk and spacey soundscapes without losing their identity as a rock band.  
Lyrical themes on “Everyone” range from introspection, growth and change (“Motion 
Sickness”), social conditions (“Born In It”), to a tribute honoring Chicago frontman and guitarist 
Terry Kath (“One For Me One For You”).  While Haughey and Rose write from their own 
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personal experiences listeners often find their own connection, as “Everyone” leaves plenty of 
room for the listener’s imagination.  

HERO JR’s cover of Eleanor Rigby exhibits the band’s confidence and ability to take a classic 
song and make it sound like their own.  Eleanor Rigby, which has been a HERO JR live and 
soundcheck staple has finally found it’s way onto a studio album.  “Our fans always ask us to 
include Eleanor Rigby on an album and our version fit in with this batch of songs.”  

The new album cover, designed by acclaimed artist Kevin Christy, is the perfect visual 
companion to the energy, sound, and structure of the new songs.  The band met Christy on 
tour in Colorado in 2016 and have remained in contact since.   

“Everyone” is HERO JR’s most cohesive batch of songs to date and can partially be attributed 
to the addition, in 2017, of current drummer Ryan Keyes, whom the band often says is their 
missing link.  Keyes has the power and dynamics of a great rock drummer and a personality to 
match.  As the saying goes, a band is only as strong as their drummer and Keyes exhibits that 
strength on and off stage.  A few months into the pandemic and during the recording of the 
new album Keyes, at 28, was diagnosed with testicular cancer and he has undergone a 
successful operation and chemotherapy.  It was a trepidatious time as the band hunkered 
down, supporting their drummer, and together they all came out of the experience as an even 
tighter unit.  Keyes, bassist Dave DuBrava, and Haughey are the ultimate rock and roll rhythm 
section, their foundation allowing Haughey’s vocals and Rose’s guitar to explore jams that the 
band kept on the album. 

With an essence somewhere between the excitement of Nirvana and the heavy simplicity of 
early Black Sabbath and 70s British rock, HERO JR gives listeners all the expected dynamics, 
power and unscripted performances of a great classic rock band, with melodic, lyrical and 
musical hooks that keep listeners singing along. 

Having supported diverse headlining rock artists Alice Cooper, Tom Petty, John 5 & The 
Creatures, Kings X, The Offspring, LA Guns, Jared James Nichols, Tantric, Daughtry, and 
more, HERO JR is truly in their element live on stage, performing over 850 national shows 
since the band’s first incarnation in 2010.  In terms of work ethic, dedication to their craft, and 
influences, HERO JR is an old school band, their crisp live sound setting the bar for modern 
rock music.  HERO JR has a reputation for playing different shows each night, often stretching 
their well-written rock tunes into epic jams.  Not only is HERO JR a world-class rock outfit, but 
their last 10 years on the road together have bonded them as a tightly knit family whose 
musical vision, emotional experiences and growth have melded into a well oiled, creative 
machine.    

In a world of calculated arrangements and production, where rock bands are often more pop 
than rock, HERO JR records as they perform.  All live.  No overdubs. HERO JR is all about the 
“perfect imperfections” reminiscent of classic rock artists.  After more than 10 years of touring 
Hero Jr. doesn’t need to talk about their music.  It speaks for itself and the band is comfortable 
with that.  Rock and roll is about capturing magic moments and “Everyone” succeeds.  Turn up 
“Everyone” and it sounds and feels like you have a world-class rock band in your living room 
and that is the way it should be. 

Hero Jr. uses Orange Amplifiers, DR Strings, Gibson and Epiphone guitars, Pariah Pickups, 
Amedia Cymbals, Los Cabos drum sticks, Kali Studio Monitors, Klipsch Audio, Gator Cases, 
Jim Dunlop/MXR Effects, and AmpTurco cables/electronics. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_wZ6mILOQw


“RECORD OF THE DAY…go see theses guys live people.  #realdeal…” 
- Dean Delray, Comedian, Let There Be Talk Podcast 

"World Class Jams…Hero Jr. is like a modern Black Crowes”  
-Joey Coco Diaz, Church Of What's Happening Now Podcast 

“How can a band that’s so fucking loud be so fucking good?” 
-anonymous sound engineer on tour 

“If you don’t like Hero Jr. then you must hate music” 
-Steve Rose, Guitar Disorder and concert photographer 

CLICKABLE PRESS LINKS AND ASSETS 

Contact Hero Jr. PR: loonytunesmith@gmail.com 
Official Website:   www.herojrmusic.com 
Living Room Sessions: Vol. One 2/8/2021  
Official videos:  Eleanor Rigby 
    Deep End Price Tag 
Concert videos:  30 Foot Wave  (Trees, Dallas) 
    Graveyard Of Mirrors ( Gibson TV) 
Facebook:    www.facebook.com/herojrmusic 
Instagram:    www.instagram.com/herojr 
iTunes:   https://music.apple.com/us/album/everyone/1552150649  

**FOR ANY ADDITIONAL PRESS INQUIRIES, INTERVIEW/PODCAST 
REQUESTS, BRANDED SOCIAL LINKS, OR INSTRUMENT / GEAR DEMOS / 
INQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT 4SACROWD** 

Contact: 
4s A Crowd 
Tel:  +1. 317. 682. 7680 
Email: loonytunesmith@gmail.com
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